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Canvas Transition FAQ'sCanvas Transition FAQ's

What's the plan if I don't want to transition to CanvasWhat's the plan if I don't want to transition to Canvas
right away?right away?
We have until Spring 2019 to be off Brightspace. You can transition whenever you are ready.

Which courses will have precedence in the transition?Which courses will have precedence in the transition?
With our focus on freshmen retention, we want to create the most seamless experience for new

students. To this end we will prioritize the transition of 100-, 200-level, and foundation courses.

If I've already had a consultation meeting last semester,If I've already had a consultation meeting last semester,
do I need to have another one?do I need to have another one?
No, you won't need to hold another consultation meeting, but we do need to know which courses
you want to convert for Winter 2019, and the status of those courses. If you met with a designer/
FTC employee last semester, contact the person you met with to make sure we are on the same
page.

Is it possible for me to create my courses in CanvasIs it possible for me to create my courses in Canvas
from scratch? I don't want to convert my courses fromfrom scratch? I don't want to convert my courses from
Brightspace.Brightspace.
Yes, you can create your canvas courses from scratch, but we will still need to create a blank course
shell for each of your courses. And you will still need to schedule a consultation meeting.

How long will it take for my course to be converted?How long will it take for my course to be converted?
We will begin the process of course conversion for Winter Semester 2019 in October. Consultation
meetings will be available to schedule starting on October 8. The actual meetings will take place
starting on October 9. November 16 will be the last day to schedule a consultation meeting to have
your course converted for Winter Semester 2019. A signup link for those meetings is available here.
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The transition team is aiming to have courses converted within a 2-3 week time period from the date
of the initial consultation meeting with the instructor. If this meeting takes place by November 16,
the courses will be ready by the end of the Fall Semester. The FTC and Campus Curriculum
Development are available during the Fall Semester to provide assistance. Any appointments after
November 16 cannot guarantee course availability for Winter Semester 2019.

If you choose to perform your own clean up of the course (checking quiz questions and addressing
other potential issues), your course will become available sooner.

When will students be added to my course(s) inWhen will students be added to my course(s) in
Canvas?Canvas?
Approximately one week before the start of the new semester you should see students in your
course(s).

NOTE: Students will only be added to your course if it has an SIS ID. To learn how to check your
course for an SIS ID, click here.

I'm planning to copy a course from one of myI'm planning to copy a course from one of my
colleagues. How can I arrange that?colleagues. How can I arrange that?
You should set up a consultation meeting to make sure we are on the same page. It's relatively easy
to do; we just need to make sure we are coordinating that with you.

What opportunities are there for me to receive trainingWhat opportunities are there for me to receive training
on how to use Canvas?on how to use Canvas?
Every Tue/Wed/Thu at 4:30–5:30 PM we hold a one-hour Canvas Basics demo. It’s not hands-on, but
goes over all of the basics. The sign-up is here.

We have created a "Canvas Training Course" in Canvas that we can enroll you in. This course allows
you to complete training modules. This should show up in your Canvas dashboard as your
"Sandbox" course. If the Sandbox is not showing up on your dashboard, call the Faculty
Technology Center (FTC) at x7230.

We have purchased and sent to each department/college Office Assistant a printed tri-fold Canvas
Instructor Guide. Check with her to borrow it.
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Canvas has created some very helpful basic tutorials. They are available online and are updated
regularly. The link to the site is here.

Come to the Faculty Technology Center (FTC) at MCK 355 for hands-on help. The FTC hours are
Mon–Fri, 8:00 AM–6:00 PM.

What are broken links, and how do I fix them in my newWhat are broken links, and how do I fix them in my new
Canvas course?Canvas course?
Sometimes links in Brightspace don't convert properly to Canvas, and as a result they won't work in
your course. Follow this link for a detailed guide on how to find and fix those links:
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1EInMxxUJ15RaPhWXox8CTH4I5tYR7CfUZAl5RwjJyn8/

edit?usp=sharing

How do I fix quizzes that didn't convert properly fromHow do I fix quizzes that didn't convert properly from
Brightspace to Canvas?Brightspace to Canvas?
If you use the question library and question banks, you may encounter a few problems in how your
quizzes were brought over. This video explains those problems and some solutions to them:

https://video.byui.edu/media/t/0_ljaeruy4

It's also possible that your Brightspace quizzes had question types that are incompatible with
Canvas. Here are a few tips on quiz question types:

• Ordering questions don't work in Canvas. You may try matching questions instead.
• You cannot have media files (pictures, videos, audio clips, etc.) as answers to a question. You will

need to put whatever media you need in the question description and label it in a way that it can
be referenced in an answer (a, b, c, d, etc).

• Matching questions don't always convert properly - sometimes the columns switch. This is easy
to fix, but it's something you have to watch for.

Where can I find out more about Canvas and how itWhere can I find out more about Canvas and how it
operates?operates?
Check out www.community.canvaslms.com. This website is created and maintained by Canvas. It's
full of helpful information about how the program works.
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Will both Campus students and Online students beWill both Campus students and Online students be
switching to Canvas?switching to Canvas?
Yes. All courses will be transitioning.

Could I transition some of my courses for Winter 2019,Could I transition some of my courses for Winter 2019,
and others later?and others later?
The date on which you convert your courses is up to you. It is acceptable to transition only a few of
your courses for the coming semester. However, 100- and 200- level courses must be converted for
Winter 2019.

What if I already have courses in my own free versionWhat if I already have courses in my own free version
of Canvas (not on the BYU-I instance)? Do I still need toof Canvas (not on the BYU-I instance)? Do I still need to
schedule a consultation meeting?schedule a consultation meeting?
Yes, go ahead and schedule a consultation meeting so we can create new course shells for Winter
Semester, and so you can decide which template(s) you want to use.

• If you've developed a course in a Canvas sandbox, we can copy it into a new course shell with the
template.

• If you've used the free version of Canvas, well need to export your courses, and then import
them into the new shells and add the templates.

What are the most exciting features about Canvas? WhyWhat are the most exciting features about Canvas? Why
should I be excited about switching?should I be excited about switching?
• Cell phone appsCell phone apps: Instructure, the parent company to Canvas, has developed several cellular

applications with full functionality.
• Streamlined gradingStreamlined grading: The grading experience is optimized for ease of use and functionality.
• Customizable course designCustomizable course design: Canvas was developed with individual course design in mind. Each

course can be customized to meet individual instructional needs.
• Simple, clear and intuitive functionalitySimple, clear and intuitive functionality: Canvas makes it easy to learn and stay current with all of

its functionality. It is also easy to search for solutions on Google if you ever have a problem.
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• Integrated Zoom, Google Drive and Microsoft OfficeIntegrated Zoom, Google Drive and Microsoft Office: Now, when logged into Canvas you can
access any of these services.

• Dynamic Syllabus toolDynamic Syllabus tool: Canvas' syllabus tool will update based on changes made within the
course. If a due date is changed on a quiz it will reflect in the schedule area of the syllabus.

FOR STUDENTS

• What-If calculatorWhat-If calculator gradebook feature allows students to calculate possible grade outcome.
• Simple, all-inclusive CalendarSimple, all-inclusive Calendar allowing students to get a clear view of what is due when for all

courses.

Canvas sounds almost too good to be true, does it haveCanvas sounds almost too good to be true, does it have
any drawbacks?any drawbacks?
Yes, several were discovered during the pilot process.

• One of the weakest areas in Canvas is the Quiz tool. It offers fewer question types and does not
currently grant the ability to give partial credit for answers. However, the next generation of the
tool, titled Quizzes.Next, is currently in the beta phase but is available to be turned on. Although
it has more powerful functionality, it also requires a steeper learning curve. If you are interested
in the possibility of using Quizzes.Next, visit the Canvas Instructor Guides to learn more.

• Discussion Boards are difficult to follow. The indentation between the original post and a reply
are not immediately obvious. This makes all posts appear to be the beginning of a thread. They
also do not show who has read them, making grading based on the number of read posts
difficult.

• Canvas Analytics are limited in the current version. Instructure is currently beta testing Analytics
2, which is designed to give faculty and students a more in-depth look at course use and
participation.

If I'm not using Canvas OR I-Learn, what are myIf I'm not using Canvas OR I-Learn, what are my
options?options?
Technically, you don't need to use a learning management system. Unless it makes your life easier,
you could simply use paper and pencil. We are responsible for continually informing students of
their progress in our classes. That's what the gradebook is designed to do. But ultimately, the choice
is yours.
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I have some extenuating circumstances with myI have some extenuating circumstances with my
course(s). Who should I talk with about that?course(s). Who should I talk with about that?
Option A: Contact one of the Campus Curriculum Designers assigned to the transition -- Jilane
Richardson, Debra Lowe, Gaylen Jensen, or Samuel Smith.

Option B: Contact the Faculty Technology Center at x7230.

When will Majors courses and Non-Academic coursesWhen will Majors courses and Non-Academic courses
be converted?be converted?
Our first priority is Teaching Courses. We are currently taking requests for Majors and Non-
Academic courses. Please set up a consultation meeting by following these steps.

I'm teaching multiple sections that I want combined.I'm teaching multiple sections that I want combined.
How can I make that happen?How can I make that happen?
During your consultation meeting, make sure you let the Designer know that is what you would like
to do. If you decide after the fact that you want to make changes, contact the Faculty Technology
Center at x7230.

Can I have different names for different sections of theCan I have different names for different sections of the
same course?same course?
The name of the course in Canvas has to match the name in the course catalog. However, if you are
trying to differentiate between sections on your dashboard you can nickname each of your courses
to make it easier to tell them apart.
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